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About This Content

Over 8,000 years ago, the Khemri played the first ever games of Blood Bowl against the Slann. However, as the kingdom died
off so too did the game, that was until its rediscovery many centuries later. So with the game’s revival, it was inevitable that

these ancient players would return to play again, joined by the legendary Star-Player Setekh.

Being dead already has its advantages, not only do they possess the Regeneration skill but due to certain arcane devices dragged
up from the tombs of the dead, some Khemri players also benefit from Block and Pass too. This means that the Khemri team
surpasses the other Undead teams when playing the ball as they can run and pass almost as well as similar players of the living

races.

Having a few faster players who can pass and run with the ball has its advantages but not if their team mates can’t keep up with
them. With the majority of its team made up of shambling Skeletons and lumbering Mummies, the Khemri Coach needs all his

centuries of experience not to lose his most useful players early on in the game.
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Khemri play in the most interesting aspect. The entire team has regeneration and you have four Tomb Gaurdians which have
high movement, are ST5 and no strings attached (other than decay, but HEY! regeneration right?) the only difficulty i see most
coaches having with this team is their low AG, even for the Thro-Ra who relies on AG for those game changing passes. if 2AG
does not bother you coaches out there, by all means enjoy your army of Skeletons clacking about on the field! Nuffle be with
you!. You either die an elf or live to see yourself do 50% pick ups. this dice game is made for talentless people who need dice to
win games for them.. This team is 8000 years old. Do not be fooled, they are not outdated. I love how this team forces me to use
strategy. You have got 4* times 5 strength Mummy. But you have to use it right. If it gets blocked by one other player, it is not
correct. In a perfect match, one Mummy will amuse up to 3 players. Rest of your team is very mobile but fragile and struggles to
pick up the ball.

1 brick roll result for Khemri is 6\/6. Not a fan of using this team but they are a great addition to the base game. They also like
never die lol. My new favourite team. Their ball handling is aweful, but the tomb guardians can control the pitch in a way that
seems to allow fairly free movement - so as long as you can get the ball into someones hand you have a good chance of getting it
to the line. Very different to any other team, and I think my success with them so far is in part due to people not know how to
tackle them.

My best tip is to keep your guardians away from the front line. Use them as an impenetrable wall a few squares back and use
your skeletons to clog up their advance. And during a drive they become the hardest cage to break in the game.
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